
Passive Skills 46 

Chapter 46 Upgrading equipment 

Let’s take a look at the announcement first and not delay the official business. 

Closing the post, Zhang Shan clicked on the ” new world monster siege event announcement ” at the 

front. 

Damn, there was so much content in the announcement? Was it that detailed? It didn’t seem like the 

style of the New World. 

Event announcement 

[ event name: monster siege ] 

As some players had reached level 20, the human race’s strength had gradually increased and attracted 

the attention of the demon God. The demon God would send its generals to attack all the human race’s 

sub-cities and suppress the growth of the human race. 

Event time: 20:00 on August 21st, 2058. 

Event details: 

1. Set up a city defense contribution ranking, and all the players ‘city defense contribution will be 

recorded on the ranking. Contribution points are also calculated for damage output and damage 

sustained by monsters. The healers, resurrections, and buffs of support classes would also count as 

contribution points. 

2.[ leaderboard reward: the first place on the city defense leaderboard will be rewarded with a five-star 

City defense treasure chest. The second and third places will be rewarded with a four-star Treasure 

chest. The fourth to tenth places will be rewarded with a three-star Treasure chest. The eleventh to the 

tenth place will be rewarded with a two-star Treasure chest. After the tenth place, they will be rewarded 

with a one-star Treasure chest. ] 

3. City defense contributions can be exchanged for merit points. 100 city defense contributions can be 

exchanged for one merit point. The points will be automatically calculated after the event ends. 

4. During the event, the entire city will be closed, and teleportation skills will be prohibited. The city 

gates and the teleportation Hall will be closed, and no one can enter or leave. 

5. All online players can sign up for the city defense event. You can sign up individually or in a team. The 

maximum number of registered team members is 50. The registration ended five minutes before the 

event began. 

6. During the event, there is no experience penalty for death. Players can not attack each other. 

The announcement had a total of six points, and it was very detailed. They really didn’t allow 

teleportation. 

if he died, he would have to run. the city was so big, and he could only run once during the event. 



Fortunately, there was a resurrection point in the wind and cloud Guild’s residence, which was not far 

from the East Gate. They could just defend the city nearby. If they died, they could quickly run over. 

the others were in a worse state. after hanging up once, they would have to run for the entire duration 

of the event. 

Even if there were people who did not want to participate in the city defense, they could only go offline. 

They could not leave the city to farm monsters. It was very strict. 

First, he needed to get his equipment. He still needed a lot of level 20 equipment, so he would just go to 

the auction house and buy them. 

In any case, he had sold quite a number of purple quality equipment before he went offline. He had also 

sold two orange quality equipment to Windcloud blade and his little Secretary before he cleared the 

dungeon. He had enough gold coins. 

he teleported to the auction house and found that all the equipment he had put up for auction had been 

bought. 

He was selling purple equipment dropped by the guards. The equipment was level 15, and many players 

had already reached level 15, so they were in high demand. 

He searched for level 20 purple equipment. He did not even think about orange equipment as they were 

too expensive. There was no need for them either. He just needed a full set of purple equipment. It 

would be enough. 

Level 20 purple equipment was not expensive, much cheaper than level 15 ones. One could be bought 

for 2000 to 3000 gold coins. 

Other than his weapon and shoes, he also had a level 15 purple ring. He got everything that was lacking. 

After putting on all the equipment, his overall attributes increased by a lot. Although purple equipment 

did not have special effects, his agility attribute could still be increased by a lot. 

In addition to increasing defense, clothes and hats could also add points to HP, while bracers could 

increase defense and attack speed. 

However, attack speed was a hidden attribute, so he couldn’t see it. He could only slowly experience it 

himself. Now that he added so little, he probably wouldn’t be much faster. 

However, The Red Shoes were different. Their attributes and special effects were very powerful. 

[ complete extreme wind boots: SPD 10, defense 100, agility +85, special effect 1, extreme wind; special 

effect 2, life care. ] 

[ extreme wind: increases movement speed by 3%. ] 

[ favor of life: increases health regeneration speed by 10. ] 

With movement speed +10, he could run even faster. Although he couldn’t kite the BOSS, he should be 

able to kite players, although there was no need to do so at the moment. 



However, it was always a good thing to run fast. 

Now, he had a better understanding of red equipment’s special effects. Attack equipment would 

definitely have attack special effects, while defense equipment would have HP or mana recovery special 

effects. 

As for the other special effect, it depended on the equipment’s location. For example, the boots gave a 

speed effect. 

After changing into all his equipment, Zhang Shan looked at his own attributes. 

[ character: Bodhisattva of six tubes ] 

[ occupation: hunter ] 

[ title: nemesis of the demons ] 

[ merit points: 1500 (Sergeant) ] 

[ level: 20 ] 

[ hp: 17600 ] 

[ MP: 520 ] 

[ physical attack: 3465-3480 ] 

[ magic attack power: 40-40 ] 

[ strength: 40 ] 

[ agility: 593 ] 

[ intelligence: 40 ] 

[ defense: 317 ] 

Luck: 9 (randomly generated within a range of 1-10, luck is a hidden attribute and will never change) 

... 

[ Endowment: King of passive (every time you kill a monster, there is a chance to randomly obtain a 

passive skill from the monster, the chance is one in a million.) ] 

Skill 1, headshot (passive), skill 2, heavy strike (passive), skill 3, taming, skill 4, grant strength (passive), 

skill 5, Eagle Eye (passive), Skill 6, rebirth (passive), skill 7, mastery of skills (Guild skill). 

[ equipment: aruge’s hand cannon, maidas ‘hand, extreme wind boots, priest’s Cape Suan ni ] 

After changing into all his equipment, his attributes increased by a lot. 

His attack power had increased by 500, mainly because of the two new accessories and the agility 

attribute of other purple equipment. 



his total attack was close to 3500. with the priest’s attack blessing and the bonus from his title, he could 

probably deal close to 5000 damage when he killed monsters. 

It was terrifying. The others were only level 15, and those who were doing well had a small number of 

level 15 orange and purple equipment. Their attacks were probably just over a thousand. 

it’s not even one-third of his. the gap is huge. i like it, hehe. 

His defense had increased by more than 200 points, and his HP had also increased by 800 points. 

However, this increase in HP did not have much of an effect on him. 

In addition, his attack speed and movement speed had also increased, especially after he changed into 

the red Extreme wind boots. He could now run very fast. 

However, these two attributes were hidden and could not be seen on the character panel. 

... 

The equipment was settled. There was no need to repair the new equipment, and there was no need to 

buy any more supplies. He had enough bullets and some great red potions. It was enough. 

Teleporting to the Guild’s base, Zhang Shan realized that there were many people in the Guild. He 

estimated that when he was sleeping, he had already recruited a thousand people. 

“Damn, brother divine weapon, you’re finally here.” 

“That’s right, did you sleep for so long?” 

“I almost overslept. Luckily, I set an alarm, hehe.” 

okay, everyone is here. We have exactly 1000 people, so we will Form 20 teams to guard the East Gate. 

Officer six, you will join our team. Feng Yun realm asked. 

“Sure, no problem.” 

hehe, our Guild has gained a huge advantage in this first city defense event. It just so happens that our 

base is not far from the city gate. Even if we die, we can quickly run to the battlefield. 

“That’s right. I guess the others will be jealous to the point of going crazy, haha.” 

“Our Guild residence is so close to the city gate. The monsters won’t destroy our Guild residence, right?” 

of course not. The buildings are part of the game. How could they be destroyed? even if they were 

destroyed, they would be restored after the event. It’s impossible that the players would just stay in a 

Broken City after the city is destroyed. 

“That’s true, it’s the same principle.” 

Zhang Shan continued to be in the same team as Feng Yun realm and the other big shots. All the big 

shots were gathered and they had all leveled up to level 15 and changed into level 15 equipment. 

Their team might be the strongest team in the New World. At least, no one in Dangyang city could beat 

them. 



“Do you guys think that our Guild can take the top ten of the city defense contribution list this time?” 

” in your dreams. don’t look down on others. there are so many people in the game, and there are many 

ruthless people. ” 

I don’t know if he can get into the top ten, but brother divine artifact is definitely going to get first place. 

No one can beat him. 

isn’t that nonsense? who would dare to compete with him now? ” 

I’m not bad either. My attack is over 1000, and the resurrection point is so close. I have to get into the 

top ten and open a 3-star Treasure chest. Wind cloud blade said arrogantly. 

This guy’s ego had inflated after getting some equipment. 

everyone, check if you’ve signed up. It’d be funny if you didn’t. 

The team registration was done by the team leader. Zhang Shan did not need to worry about it. He just 

had to wait for the event to start. 

not long after. 

&Lt; system announcement: the ninth Demon God’s right general, locks, is leading an Army to attack 

Dangyang city. Please be prepared. &Gt; 

 


